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Database monitoring and optimization made easy with SolarWinds® Database Performance Analyzer (DPA).

KEY BENEFITS
 » Quick, easy, and reliable performance troubleshooting tracked in real time and historically

 » Find inefficient workload, aggregated by table, for indexing opportunities—an “X marks the 
spot” tuning analysis

 » Multi-vendor relational database support for your database environment in a single tool

 » Blocking analysis: what is blocking and a hierarchy of what is being blocked, plus overall 
impact

 » Integration with other SolarWinds products for more complete visibility (applications, servers, 
storage, hypervisor, network, and more)

 » Quick, easy, and low-effort installation, configuration, and administration

 » Machine learning-powered anomaly detection and easier scalability with the management API
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DATASHEET: DATABASE PERFORMANCE ANALYZER

BENEFICIARIES
 » End users 

 » Database administrators

 » Developers

 » Application owners/IT management

FEATURES
 » 24/7 monitoring with drill-in, context setting, and navigation designed to get you to the right 
data—quickly

 » Tuning advisors for queries, workload, and indexes aggregated at the table level

 » Correlated resource metrics for easy diagnosis of hardware constraint impacts on end users

 » Detailed blocking analysis for contention bottlenecks

 » I/O activity tracking at the drive/mount and file level

 » Alerts and reports

 » Scale and manage large and/or dynamic environments with our enterprise features: Man-
agement API, Integration Module with the Orion® Platform, and DPA Central

 » Always On Availability Group and RAC insights

 » Find performance problems programmatically using anomaly detection based on machine 
learning

DETAILS
 » DPA can monitor SQL Server® (including Azure® SQL DB), Oracle®, MySQL®, DB2® (LUW), 
SAP® ASE (formerly Sybase®), Aurora™, and MariaDB®

 » DPA can monitors physical, virtual, and cloud-based databases (including Microsoft® Azure 
and Amazon® RDS)

 » DPA runs on Windows® or Linux®

 » DPA uses SQL Server (including Azure SQL DB), Oracle, or MySQL for its repository

 » See our administrator’s guide for complete technical specifications and versions
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ABOUT SOLARWINDS
SolarWinds (NYSE:SWI) is a leading provider of powerful and affordable IT infrastructure 
management software. Our products give organizations worldwide, regardless of type, size, 
or IT infrastructure complexity, the power to monitor and manage the performance of their IT 
environments, whether on-prem, in the cloud, or in hybrid models. We continuously engage 
with all types of technology professionals—IT operations professionals, DevOps professionals, 
and managed service providers (MSPs)—to understand the challenges they face maintaining 
high-performing and highly available IT infrastructures. The insights we gain from engaging 
with them, in places like our THWACK® online community, allow us to build products that solve 
well-understood IT management challenges in ways that technology professionals want 
them solved. This focus on the user and commitment to excellence in end-to-end hybrid IT 
performance management has established SolarWinds as a worldwide leader in network 
management software and MSP solutions. 
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